The Wet, Dark, Dusty Seam
(A Miner's Reflection on Reap'ng The Coal)

Lyrics and Music © By W.A. Gallant

This song is dedicated to my dad, Daniel Arther Simon Gallant, and reflects my perception of his life in the mines of Cape Breton and the admiration I hold for him, his values and his commitment to family life, community and the environment. —W.A. Gallant

Bright

It's ear-ly in - mate bro-ther Joe to a tim - ber, coal - slime lost my soul before the break - dawn, our chil - dren snug - gled warm - ly their blan - kets tight - ly fall, my fa - thers heart was bro - ken his own backcrushed and pride.

Our dreams are in our chil - dren, who take life in its drawn.

Each day be - neath the o - cean, down the cold steel road, told, where the rake-car takes me on my way to the wet, dark dust - ty

driven like our fa - ther's were, the pick - spade coal to own, we. pray that God not lead them down that dark, black, dust - ty

hole. As mi - ner - men, we're bro - thers strong, so load - her, My mo - ther knew this mi - ner's life for her tun - e wealth or fame. She could not hide the hear - taches of for faith was firm and sound. In the frostchilled dar - kened coalmine, there are of tears we of - ten hide, and cov - 'ring tales of by - gone days be-

pain deep un - der - ground. In cou - rage brave she laid her son be-
fight has lost its flame. We gave our lives in ser - vice in the
Leave me with my miner friends near the peaceful ocean stream when

God will call me far beyond from the wet dark dusty seam.
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estimated that my music was a catalyst, not only in the recovery process itself, but also in issues of loss, grief and bereavement for those who were in recovery who had experienced the loss of a loved one. Many of my experiences with alcoholic individuals, a good number of the issues which needed attention pertained to matters of the heart. Thirdly, to further my query I pondered: How might I harness this work so as to have the greatest amount of influence on the lives of people in recovery?

Subsequent to this, I had the opportunity to begin using music as a form of intervention with my clients in my private practice as well as counseling clients and couples who were involved in a self-help oriented recovery program at Brentwood. The Brentwood Recovery Home, located in southwestern Ontario, was founded in 1964. It originated as a rehabilitation centre for the treatment of people with alcohol- and drug-related problems. Brentwood is unique because it was founded by a clergyman and its program is based upon his own experiential and spiritual world, which was modeled on sobriety and a genuine sense of a shared community journeying toward holistic recovery, in some ways reminiscent of AA (Gallant, 1992).

Combining Music Intervention and Research

Finally, I asked myself: How might I develop a sound research base by which my work could be empirically validated? In preparation for this study, I produced a vocal and instrumental edition of a selected number of my songs, entitled Songs From The Heart: Musical Notes For Inspiration and Healing (Gallant, 1996: Plowman & Gallant, 1996). I subsequently embarked on a professional "crusade" to solicit the response of clients by means of a more formal research endeavor. Through the results of this seminal work, which was quasi-experimental in nature, we discovered a positive correlation between those people who liked music (Gallant, Gallant, et al., 1998). In other words, those who had a favorable bend towards music seemed to respond more affirmatively to its therapeutic use in the inter-

ventive research sessions.

While gaining momentum with this innovative discovery, I contemplated five more basic questions: 1) How might the combined social group work/music intervention approach blend best with the Brentwood self-help model, using its key talks (over 100 such topics) based on major topical themes? 2) What musical selections would be most appropriate for this group of people and would they connect with each theme? 3) How might I best intensify the 'educational moment' or the 'window of opportunity' to expand the resources available to the members of the group? 4) How might I maximize the wealth of professional knowledge, value and skills in the field of generalist practice to foster emotional, psychological, spiritual and social growth in the participants? and 5) How might I use two major steps of AA, which deal with recognizing those whom we have offended and, where practical, make amends (hence the whole concept of forgiving and forgiveness)?

To begin, I followed the mainline themes from the 100 and some topics that were developed at Brentwood for the residents on program. This included five strategic, interrelated and overlapping topics: 1) Appreciation and Co-operation; 2) Decision-Making; 3) Decision/Direction; 4) Forgiveness/Love; and 5) Freedom (Gallant & Charbonneau, 1994). Respectively, I tied these five themes to five of my own compositions: 1) "The Wet, Dark, Dusty Seam"; 2) "In The Stillness Of My Journey"; 3) "A Pre-ocious Love"; 4) "Among The Wildwood Trees"; and 5) "Candle In The Night."

In my practice, clients are asked to respond to a series of both qualitative and quantitative questions which direct their attention at a cognitive, affective (emotional) and behavioral level. The music/topical theme content provides the foundation for further therapeutic intervention. The music and the lyrics are presented in a variety of ways: 1) playing the musical selection from the CD player and inviting clients to participate, 2) playing the music via piano or guitar and inviting the clients to sing along with me by following the written sheet music provided, or 3) having a music therapist who is also a musician play the piano with my guitar accompaniment or vice versa (myself playing the piano and the music therapist accompanying me on the piano) and having the participants sing along with us.

The alcoholic is often filled with self-pity, unable to forgive and unable to accept her or his fate, much like Job in the Old Testament, always lamenting why God seemed so far removed from her or him. The songs selected in this study invited the respondents to trust in a power greater than themselves and to go beyond their own narrow limitations. The songs, with their gentle and mellow tones, allowed for a deliberate pondering of their journey in this world and how they attempt to reach out to God (or a "power greater than themselves") and others for freedom and security.

This second study showed empirically that the music intervention had positive results on the basis of: 1) enhanced communication as a result of a reconciliation process, 2) heightened improvement in self-oriented problem-solving, and 3) a deepened sense of spiritual growth and direction. Working within the context of Brentwood's Spiritual Model of Recovery, the songs distinctively reflected pertinent spiritual and rehabilitation issues brought up by clients during the twelve sessions.

The "Wet, Dark Dusty Seam" was one of the arrangements used in the research effort. Alcoholics can experience a feeling of pride regarding their recovery when there is a sense of appreciation and gratitude for the steps they have taken and recognition that they are choosing to live fully and actively in the present. This song is dedicated to my dad, who was a Cape Bret-

ton coal miner, and reflects my perception of his life in the mines.
and the admiration and affection I hold for him, his values and his commitment to family life, community and the environment.

Members of the research group responded by saying that the "Among The Wildwood Trees" song which, as an obstacle, requires a spiritual solution. (Gallant, 1992). Music can bring to awareness an often ossified and sterile form of existence and make a person conscious of the limitations we impose on our own freedom, thus depleting the very energy we require to live and sustain life.

"A Precious Love" speaks of the devastating feeling of a young man who believed that he had no roots, and consequently lived a life of aloneness and deprivation. Being adopted at a very early age, he was convinced that no one in his life really loved him. Consequently, he felt doomed to a life of despair and hopelessness, while enmeshed in a world of alcoholism, drug abuse and addiction. From this composition, it is possible for individuals to choose a word which is the opposite to the way they want to treat themselves, like "tolerant," "gentle," "sensitive," "soft," "open," "kind," &c., that can help to "tone" their inner climate.

Members of the research group said of "A Precious Love": "... the journey of my life is contained in all three verses and sadly reminds me of lost moments, lost decisions and lost chances for change ... I feel that it was written specifically about me ... song reminds me that today I have found a place where I can be myself and have freedom which I did not have when I was young ... this song is the story of my life. The person in this story has a good which I would like to achieve. The song discouraged me because I could see another person who was changing while I was still lagging behind and not accomplishing anything with my life."

When all is said and done, spiritually-oriented folk-like gospel music can often spur a person to ponder the more important questions in life. Those in recovery can benefit by being spiritually connected with other people. While attending a one week retreat in the Wildwood Resort area in California just above the Russian River, two miles from San Francisco. I wrote "Among The Wildwood Trees" to capture the peace and simplicity of being one with God, with nature, and with fellow journeymen from all walks of life. The song depicts joy, splendor and creativity while lamenting those who choose to remain pessimistic and forlorn. If we can find our Eden Garden, we can have a taste of bliss in this world. When the heart is open to experience, there is a cosmic connectedness where we reverberate with perception, sensation, fantasy, imagination, knowledge and the fullness of life. This outward experience can grace and enhance our whole sense of pleasure, sensuousness, beauty, truth, art, functioning and freedom. As we dare to break our finite boundaries, we discover the richness of being in touch to the value and goodness of other people.

Members of the research group responded to "Among The Wildwood Trees" by expressing: "... the song helped me have a sense of peace inside my heart tonight with my mom and made me feel safe with the group, safe enough to feel my pain and not to deny it or avoid it ... when I am free and open, then forgiveness is easy and freeing ... stirs very strong emotions of the hate I have for my brother and my mother for their past treatment of me. I have love for them today and I can forgive them ... the song teaches me that I have a choice to remain closed or to remain open and I can be the master of my life by acting responsibly in the circumstances which surround me ... This song gave me hope to travel from despair to peace. It strengthened my belief in God."

Concluding Remarks

Is it possible that we can become awakened to the song which waits to be sung in our own hearts and in our own lives and to let that song resonate with those individuals who so desperately crave for a voice that will call them to the fulfillment of their own inner potential? The challenge for us might well be to go beyond the boundaries that confine us to the ordinary and the mundane and for us to blaze paths which are a source of light and inspiration for those who have no candles to light their way. When we chose to settle for mediocrity, it is easy to relegate science and art to a place of irrelevance and obscurity. Through music, I have attempted in some small way to invite addictive clients to explore deeper levels of insight through music, to alleviate their pain and suffering, to ease the moral outrage which people perpetrate against each other, and thus render a suffering community to be a better place to live, sing and dance. I remember an old adage which I had learned as a child: "Go to bed with hope, love and forgiveness in your heart and you'll awake with a song in your heart."

I conclude this brief review of my work by recapitulating how music has been a gift which I received as a blessing and which I have generously shared with others in my professional work. For me to have walked this musical journey has been an immensely rewarding experience. By tapping one's originality, by getting in touch with one's sense of innovation, and by delving into the unknown, who knows?, we may discover a musical note within that longs to tell its story and yearns to be shared with others. The artist, songwriter and musical performer can offer a timely incentive for creative dialogue and celebration in a unique "window of opportunity." I can only hope that other
artists and composers with a similar musical bent or with creative musical talent will be motivated to expand their own horizons and provide avenues for the "marriage" of science and art in a way which will foster the utilization of hidden potential. The more we converse with each other about the innovative approaches we have, the more we can generate a dynamo of energy and vitality. May we be continually cognizant of life's combination of "musical torrents" and "melodic streams" which touch the ebb and flow of our lives as we reach out to others in song.

Wilfred Gallant is Associate Professor of Social Work at the University of Windsor.
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**Back Home Again**
(The Coast of Newfoundland)  

*Lyrics and Music © W.A. Gallant*

_A person was drawn back home to his native province. As he recounted the story of childhood memories and dreams of long ago, I was able to capture the imagery, the words and the musical disposition which reflected not only the richness of his roots, but also the recollection of his most lofty dreams._ —W.A. Gallant

Refrain) Coastal breakers draw me home as the blue sea spreads its foam from the shores I can see from mile to mile. I am called here once again as many folk and kin can tell to these waters of the banks of Newfoundland.

1) Humble folk and simple type in a land of rock and strife where the breeze keeps whispering through the trees. Seabirds kiss the glist’ning sand and the sun the thistled strand on this island off the North Atlantic shore.

2) Driftwood flows just like my soul with the currents and the shoals to mem’ries of my lofty childhood dreams. Oh, to bask in comfort still on this soil I wish to live on this island off the North Atlantic shore.

3) Ocean salt pours through our veins of these waters we are heirs while our hearts delight in scenes so fair. How I long to go once more to the sea I’m longing for and this island off the North Atlantic shore.

4) Find an island that compares in the beauty that it shares. Life renewed, our spirits brave the sea. Let me linger here and stay ’till that ship calls me away from this island off the North Atlantic shore.

5) Though I see the golden shore and my wings like eagles soar in mystic dreams my heart still finds no rest. ’Till I’m called back here again like the dove and like the wren to this island off the North Atlantic shore.